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Quotes from Emily’s 1988 
executive summary: 

“Monte Vista may well be the 
largest historic neighborhood 
in the state not ravaged by 
demolition, fires and land-
lords. It is one of the largest 
intact historic districts in the 
United States.”

“Statistics cannot describe 
the sense of identity and co-
hesiveness which has arisen in 
this neighborhood in the last 
decade. Brought together 
initially with the application 
to the city for Historic District 
designation, the neighbor-
hood has flourished through 
good times and bad due to 
the unstinting efforts of the 
residents, landowners and 
business people of the area. 
Neighbors have donated 
countless hours and dollars in 
time of both controversy and 
pleasure to insure the vitality 
of our neighborhood.”

Also in this issue of Vistas:

• Art of Hannibal Pianta
• Walking the Dog
• Third Thursdays
• And Landa Boo! 
    (CUTENESS ALERT)

The Year was 1988
Henry Cisneros was mayor. Weir Labatt was councilman...
      The Monte Vista Neighborhood Plan was approved by the city 

One of our past presidents, Emily Thuss, chalked up another 
quiet triumph in her role as tugboat, pulling along the Monte Vista 

Historical Association ship in her wake. After two years of neighborhood 
meetings, the Monte Vista Neighborhood Plan was complete, recognized 
by the San Antonio City Council July 7, 1988. Today, 30 years later, this 
still is the sole authority for what our neighborhood is like and what we want 
for ourselves.

It must have been deja vu for Emily in 1986 when the master plan 
process began for Monte Vista. A little over a decade earlier she was 
one of the masterminds of the embryonic Monte Vista Historical 
Association, along with her sister Molly Branton, Trinity University 
history professor Don Everett and Virginia Van Steenberg, who be-
came the first MVHA president. The goal from the start had been 
for the association to gain historic designation for the neighbor-
hood. Thanks to the MVHA founders’ efforts, we would become the 
third historic district designated in the city, after the King William 

neighborhood and La Villita. By contrast, in 2018 there are 30 historic districts.
         Emily was small in stature, but not small at all in drive or in perseverance. She provided 
the leadership from start to finish for the neighborhood plan. With the staff of the city plan-
ning department contributing the structure and individual maps over the two years, a representa-
tive group of individuals put together a study of all aspects of the Monte Vista Historic District. 
Initially notices went out to every property owner, inviting each one to become involved in the 
committees or at least to attend the public hearings where committee progress was reported.  
         The modest cream colored spiral booklet published at the end of the process belies the hours 
that went into notifying property owners, attending committee meetings in Our Lady of Grace 
Church classrooms and organizing three open meetings at San Antonio Academy. By today’s 
computer graphic standards, the large fold-out maps are difficult to decifer, but nonetheless a 
testament to the level of study by committee members. Individuals marked up practice maps in 
zoning and land use, traffic and transportation, housing, environmental issues and amenities, and 
public facilities and services. Emily, who had majored in English at Stanford University, wrote 
the executive summary for the document. The text was eloquent, and most likely some of it had 
had double duty at the earlier hearings in 1975, when the case was being made before that City 
Council for the designation of the Monte Vista Historic District. 
           With the 1988 Monte Vista Neighborhood Plan as a starting point, we can prepare for the
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upcoming city planning process scheduled for us for 2021. This 
date for our neighborhood’s turn at city planning  was referred 
to by District 1 City Councilman Roberto Treviño at the 2018 
Annual meeting of MVHA. Hopefully we can be ready for the 
challenges posed by the current trend of large sector planning. 
     Current methods of city planning seem to be mainly ori-
ented to transportation systems. This is all in preparation for 
the expected arrival of an additional 1.1 million new residents 
in San Antonio by 2040.
     At the time of the first Monte Vista Neighborhood Plan, 
city zoning was in flux from 1930s terminology to 1965 zoning. 
Around the year 2000, zoning was updated. Monte Vista neigh-
borhood leaders at present are concerned about large swaths of 
the neighborhood that are zoned MF-33, which translate to a 
possible vulnerability for residential lots to be occupied by 33 
multifamily units per acre. 
     Our oldest areas were developed before the advent of the 
automobile. From that point on, with the passage of time, 
driveways and garages accomodated Model A and Model T 
cars. The granny flats and added apartments that served as 
maid quarters or rental property in the Depression and in the 
World War II housing shortage don’t fit neatly into present day 
zoning. Some properties mentioned in the 1988 neighborhood 
plan have no accomodations for cars, and parking takes place 
in the street. —T.E.

To study the 1988 Monte Vista Neighborhood Plan, go to the City of San Antonio web-
site, https://www.sanantonio.gov/Planning/Resources#13357792-community--neighbor-
hood-plans. There you will find a roster of 54 neighborhood plans, which includes the 
1988 MV plan. To see the 2040 city planning procedure, go to https://www.sanantonio.
gov/Planning/PlanningUrbanDesign/ComprehensivePlan. 

Ryan Reed’s house on Lynwood was featured in the October 27 
walking tour for members of the Institute of Classical Architec-
ture and Art. The statewide chapter of ICAA was conducting a 
study of concrete art by Hannibal Pianta (active in the 1920s), as 
illustrated by art above the front door and two windows.

Hannibal Pianta, Concrete Artist 1875 - 1937 

Plan from the Past

Continued from front page



President’s Fall Letter Melody Hull

Thank You, 2018 Sponsors

Vistas is made possible by a gift from the John Newman Family Charitable Fund.

Dear Friends & Neighbors, 
The Monte Vista annual meeting was held on October 21, 2018 at Laurel Heights 

United Methodist Church. Special recognition was given to Timothy Cone for his contin-
ued service to Historic Design and Review Commission.  Also a certificate of appreciation 
was presented to Jed Maebius for his exceptional service on behalf of the residents of Monte 
Vista.

We are very fortunate to be able to work closely with state representative Diego Bernal 
and District one Councilman Roberto Treviño.  They both attended the annual meeting 
and talked about issues that face us as a neighborhood.  Diego Bernal talked about the 
upcoming legislative session and Councilman Trevino updated the members about SA 
Tomorrow, our neighborhood plan, The Alamo and sidewalks.

Another successful Landa Boo! was completed on October 29th.  Our compliments 
to all the librarians as well as volunteers from the neighborhood who passed out candy and 
were great admirers of the costumes and all the fun.

As this year comes to a close we will try to see if the Holiday Marketplace in collabora-
tion with San Antonio Public Library Foundation, Landa Gardens Conservancy and 
the Friends of the Landa Library can be something to balance our budget on the 
even years when we do not have home tours.

We have a great group on board for next year and look forward to another suc-
cessful year of serving and preserving the Monte Vista Historical District.

Yours in community,

HEB
Jefferson Bank

Harris & Eliza Kempner Fund
Hannah Landa Memorial Library

John Newman Family Charitable Fund
The Harris K. & Lois G. Oppenheimer Foundation
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Tripping the Light Fantastic . . .
(Benefits of walking the dog)    By Larry Powell

Continued next page

Tripping the Wright Fantastic 
This month’s Vistas issue focuses on the bungalow. Believe it or not, natural light and 

the bungalow were destined to come together in a felicitous union because of the work of 
one of the important style developers of this residential form - Frank Lloyd Wright. His ar-
chitectural inspiration originated from his encounter with Zen, the religious belief he found 
when he was asked to take on the Imperial Hotel project in Tokyo, Japan. As he began to 
study Zen, he realized that it stressed the “oneness” of the believer with the universe – that 
the believer should feel a strong harmony of being integral with, in effect, Mother Nature 
and her cosmos(1). To work that concept into architectural design, Wright, and others, be-
gan focusing their efforts on features  that would allow Mother Nature to make “house calls” 
– by letting natural light into strategic areas of wall and ceiling space – French Doors, large 
windows, ribbon windows, pergolas, and other transitional areas, for example(2). There’s 
just one serious flaw in F.L.W.’s very long career: he’s on record as having designed only one 
dog house(3)(see photos). This apparent trivial oversight will never be important to anyone 
except me (details forthcoming).   Even Wright might have conceded, though, that design 
eventually hits a ceiling for those of us who, at times need a big dose of light, air, flora – “the works”. When that level of need arises, we 
in Monte Vista may seek therapeutic use of those strips -one, concrete, the other, asphalt -  that run (or stagger) in front of our houses. 

Ah, Nature!
This piece, that you flatter the writer by reading this far, takes its title from the lines in John Milton’s poem, “L’Allegro”, “Come 

and trip it as ye go, on the light fantastic toe”(7), meaning ‘Come and dance’. I use it to refer to walking on neighborhood sidewalks. 
Why? In my case, I’ll explain, directly.  Some of us find ourselves propelled “outside”, more often by an irresistible force than by the oc-
casional nudge of a passing impulse. You see us all the time, answering the urge to “commune” with a basic feeling that kept us humans 
in the trees (according to one school of anthropology) (6) before we set foot on real real estate. So, there we go around the block. No 
less than the 19th century philosopher Jeremy Bentham called them his ”post-prandial vibrations”, that is, the regular walks he took 
(after dinner) as part of his “constitutional”(4). This writer has a close MV neighbor who amuses himself by walking the surrounds 
in concentric circles. The designers of Craftsman houses wanted their houses in leafy suburban neighborhoods, away from the dirt 
and dust, as well as the metabolic waste of thousands of horses, and densely populated city centers, where denizens would be free to 
boulevardier on clean concrete walkways, but still be surrounded by green stuff.

Up until the recent scientific age, the act of walking seems to have been an activity that has intuitively attracted human beings 
– at different times, at different levels, for different reasons. The Peripatetics, in ancient Greece, believed in working through prob-
lems while walking back and forth. When working overseas, this writer would join the rest of the American colony as we watched a 
certain group of European foreigners take regular walks through the city, a practice avoided by us and western Europeans who often 
felt superior in relying on our cars; actually, we didn’t know what we were missing by striking out on foot, the way the members of the 
diplomatic community of the old USSR did. But today’s reliance on “hard”(Empirical) evidence demands some longitudinal studies 
that will reliably guide us. Recent investigations on the effects of taking children into natural settings, for breaks from the classroom, 
seem to show an improvement in their learning motivation (Dewar, Ibid). As re-assuring as this type of both historical and recorded 
cumulative evidence is – that humans do better when regularly given the opportunity to experience the “outdoors”, this writer is 
drawn into quotidian stampings over Monte Vistan hills and dells for one reason- our dog, Dickens. Yes, as the first-time owner of a 
large canid, I was pretty abruptly made aware, through some relentless poochie pressure, that I’d better saddle up Trigger on a daily 
basis, if I wanted to avoid Hell among the cattle. Forget the guidance of modern science. Because our dog is large, and still young and 
rambunctious, “tripping” drops its older meaning of “dancing”, and takes on its later meaning (not the one about drugs), and I fre-
quently can’t look at the aesthetic sights in our lovely locale, simply because I’m trying desperately to remain vertical. “It’s not a long 
way to Tripolarry” would be my signature marching song if I were inspired to burst into song – which I am not. It occurs to me that 
Dickens may be out of control; on the other hand, I may be out of control. I’m trying to contact Cesar Milan to see if he can sort out 
which one of us (Dickens or me) is the official support animal for the other.

Still, if it weren’t for Dickens, my regular trips outside would be fewer. And to be honest, when a pensioner like myself finds 
himself behind a big, bouncy black hunting dog, a false sense of security is born, an impulse to experience adventure arises, and, I can 
now say that I have let myself be drawn by our exuberantly rearing retriever into those parts of Monte Vista that aren’t so pedestrian-
friendly - but that’s another story. To spare my family the social media exposure of recorded stumbles, headers into the hedges, dives 
into the asphalt, confrontations with the concrete, etc., Dickens and his owner are more often than not, a nocturnal pair - mere shapes 
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Tripping the Light Fantastic  (continued)

 

that pass in the night. 
 OK. Fine. Dickens has succeeded in outing me. Now, who’s really in charge? If I let “Man’s Best Friend” answer that ques-
tion, I’ll have to follow his nose.  Fortunately, thanks to the creative efforts of Mr. Ed Gaida (3), we have another option (sometimes) 
as to how to proceed. As we understand it, Mr. Gaida wants us to proceed on the sidewalk with our heads down. Keeping one’s head 
down while walking is a strategy with a pretty long tradition, but Sidewalk Superintendent Gaida wants us to do it so that we’ll see 
the historical inscriptions stamped into the concrete sidewalks. Yes, it seems there’s a lot of history some of us have been ignoring, 
as we trudged along, focused on anything else. Someone has also added that focusing attention downward was the only way nature-
loving pedestrians could find those rare, round iron pieces of evidence of the archaic practice of horse-back riding  – I refer to  the 
concrete-embedded horse-tethering rings.  Such observations work very well for our little sidewalk safaris, but, as we know, it’s the 
wiser stroller who looks up from time to time.

Iceberg, ahead !
And it is this vertical change of focus as we walk, that leads us to look on a different level now -  something you can do, if you’re 

not dealing with a willful hound. For those of us who hit the pavement regularly, it may be worth pointing out that there’s a sight 
in our environment that raises aesthetic interest, as well as historic questions. The object of our re-focus is the residential chimney. 
It may not always be something we think much about, but a chimney in a historic area may be worth some study. After a look at a 
number of them, most people would start to find rather a lot of variety, both in number and style. For the authority on this, I’d once 
again refer to the work of Jane Powell’s highly acclaimed work, Bungalow Exteriors.

As strictly an amateur observer, I find that many chimneys indicate a fireplace inside, but some chimneys were installed in 
residences that relied on coal oil stoves for heating; the brick coal oil chimneys are skinny, rise from the interior, and emerge on the 
roof. A house with a large number of  chimneys would probably have both kinds. The base and columnar trunk may be immured 
or, much more often, located on an outside wall. In Craftsman bungalows, chimney bases and trunks may be noticeably wider than 
those chimneys that climb a Queen Anne. Building materials in a Craftsman may also vary; in addition to the ubiquitous red brick, 
there are also bricks of earth colors; one also finds stone, and the chaotically piled klinker brick (anticipations of Jackson Pollok?). In 
the fancier examples, greater attention has been devoted to intricate patterns and clustering, or massing of brick.  In some cases, the 
brick layer masons seem to have been more like brick sculptors, working complicated geometry into the overall design, making an 
otherwise rather rigidly shaped building material almost “curve” into angles.  Some chimneys give the effect of battle standards, or of 
stately topiary trees. chimneys would probably have both kinds. The base and columnar trunk may be immured in an exterior wall or, 
much more often, located on an outside wall. Obviously, some home owners wanted to “make a statement” with their chimneys and 
were willing to finance that stylistic statement. 

So, don’t wait for the dog to awaken those primitive urges. Don that pith helmet, grab the camera phone, discover San Pedro 
Park, explore the pocket parks on East Huisache, try trudging through alleys. There’s a reason why our councilman, Mr. Robert Trev-
ino likes to remind us: “Great cities have great sidewalks.” (8) Maybe engaging in the pleasurable past-time of “Chimney- reading”(or 
any other kind of reading, gazing, observing, or dreaming) will show someone another world as we “trip the light fantastic” in side-
walk safaris deep inside the heart of old Monte Vista. So, don’t wait for the dog to awaken those primitive urges. Don that pith helmet, 
grab the camera phone, discover San Pedro Park, explore the pocket parks on East Huisache, try trudging through alleys. There’s a 
reason why our councilman, Mr. Robert Trevino likes to remind us: “Great cities have great sidewalks.” (8) Maybe engaging in the 
pleasurable past-time of “Chimney- reading”(or any other kind of reading, gazing, observing, or dreaming) will show someone an-
other world as we “trip the light fantastic” in sidewalk safaris deep inside the heart of old Monte Vista.    

 Sources
               1.  Ed Gaida. Sidewalks of San Antonio. 1999.

2. Frank Lloyd Wright doghouse on display. https://sf.curbed.com/2017/5/24/15685638/frank-lloyd-wright-dog-house
3. Frank Lloyd Wright’s Organic Architecture: Green before its time.  https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1&cad=rja&uact=8&v

ed=0ahUKEwiVna730qbcAhUJd6wKHajtBcEQFggnMAA&url=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.brittonmdg.com%2Fthe-britton-blog%
4. Full text of “Jeremy Bentham: an odyssey of ideas” – Internet Archiv.   https://archive.org/.../jeremybenthamody00mack/jeremybenthamody00mack_djvu.txte
5. Gwen Dewar.  Outdoor Learning: How kids benefit from learning in natural settings.    https://www.google.com/url?sa=t&rct=j&q=&esrc=s&source=web&cd=1

&cad=rja&uact=8&ved=0ahUKEwjByeG5zqbcAhUCX60KHYK4BtAQFggnMAA&url=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.parentingscience.com%2Foutdoor-Gwen 
6. Humans evolved from tree-dwelling apes . . .https://www.telegraph.co.uk/.../evolution/.../Humans-evolved-from-tree-dwelling-apes-r..
7. Meeting with Councilman Trevino and Robert Rivard. Spring. Trinity University. 2018. 
8.. Trip the Light Fantastic (phrase). https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Trip_the_light_fantastic

   

The original “Eddie’s House in San Anselmo, 
Calif. The overhanging eaves of the hill-like 
roof, the emphasis on horizontal lumber 
lines, the off-center “hidden entrances” 
matched for ventilation and light, might 
make this a prototype for the “Dogalow”?

Frank Berger and his replica of Eddie’s 
house, Marin Civic Center, Calif. Dickens 
would probably applaud Wright’s decision 
not to mar horizontal flow by installing a 
tethering ring in the wall. Labs value their 
freedom to rove.
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September 27 National Night Out October 6 Bungalow Tour

Third Thursday

October 21 Annual Meeting

National Night Out was hosted by Laurel Heights Methodist Church. Third Thursdays were celebrated in Monte Vista homes. The Bunga-
low Tour, led by architecture professor Rick Lewis, drew 40 people throughout the day of October 6. President Melody Hull thanked Tim 
Cone and Jed Maebius for their contributions to the city and to MVHA. Councilman Roberto Treviño spoke about neighborhood plan-
ning at the Annual Meeting.
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October 29 Landa Boo!

The Landa Library staff and their friends and co-workers filled the grounds of the library with an amazing variety of 
activities for all ages of children. This was the third year for this event and MVHA was proud to be part of it. Landa 
Boo! photos by Charlie Young. Thanks, Charlie!
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Thank you Trinity University

Has anyone driven or walked down Shook Avenue in the Monte 
Vista Historic area lately? What a transformation! The nine acres 
at E. Kings Highway had been in the hands of the Catholic Oblate 
Fathers for about 110 years - since 1908. They had offered it for 
sale some years back and Trinity University was interested until it 
was decided that little was feasible due to an endangered species of 
spiders residing on the property.

Then several years ago it was going to be sold to a developer to 
build 54 homes (10 feet apart) with much protest from the historic 
district. Now, somehow the spider thing seems to be controlled so 
much as not to inhibit its usage.

After much negotiating Trinity University stepped in and was able 
to purchase the property with no immediate plan for the usage. 

Our prestigious neighbor was a blessing. This hidden & forgotten 
piece of property is the last virgin land in Monte Vista- and had 
always gone unnoticed. Almost overnight Trinity has transformed 
this property into one of the most attractive areas in Monte Vista. 
It has been landscaped & manicured into a jewel. In years to come 
I’m sure that, whatever Trinity decides to do will be in great taste 
and help to make Monte Vista proud. Hats off to Trinity University. 
Good Job! Keep up the good work.

Mickey Amacker, 22 Ledge Lane
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Chris Berry is a multimillion dollar producing 
REALTOR® who specializes in historic and luxury 
homes, serving both buyers and sellers. He is 
passionate about the preservation and revitalization of 
the city’s oldest and most charming neighborhoods, 
including Monte Vista, Olmos Park, Tobin Hill and 
King William.

cberry@phyllisbrowning.com  210-268-6278

www.phyllisbrowning.com
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